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Introducing cloud-defined storage (CDS)
on-premises, server-based enterprise-class storage that consumes no server cpu/
memory resources and is defined and managed through the cloud
nebulon ON + Nebulon services processing unit (SPU)
CIO Challenge
- eliminate 3-tier architectures from DC and edge infrastructure
- make on-premises infrastructure “self-service” for application owners
*Josh Price - hardware architect
All of the attributes of an enterprise all-flash array
All-flash performance
- high perfromance 8-core 3Ghz CPU and 32GB NVRAM for tier-1 performance with
all-flash latencies
Zero-trust Security
- hardware-accelerated encryption engines
- token-based “security triangle” and crypto-authentication chip
Scale Out
- up to 32 heterogeneous, SPU-enabled servers per nPod connected by 2x 25Gb
Ethernet ports
- scale compute independent of storage
Offloads the full storage software stack from the server
enterprise data services
- data efficiency: deduplication, compression, thin provisioning
- data protection: encryption, erasure coding, snapshots, replication
no software dependencies
- in-box drivers for all hypervisors and operating systems without managing multipathing or firmware dependencies
1.3x more performance from each server
- app/vm density advantage vs ‘restrictive’ SDS
isolated fault domain
- storage and data services remain unimpacted by operating system or hypervisor
reboots
Cloud-managed storage operations at scale

*Michael Heyeck - Cloud Architect
Always Up-to-Date Software
nebulon ON cloud control plane
- always up-to-date; as-a-service
- make use of new features instantly
- enriched with AIops capabilities
services processing unit (SPU)
- lightweight storage OS: nebOS
- fast, infrequent updates with no disruption
- scheduling updates is easy
Nebulon ON design principles
implementation agnosticism allows better choices
- standardised persistence interfaces where possible (SQL, PromQL)
- abstraction layers elsewhere (bulk storage, NoSQL stores)
- containerised executables
an example: our TSDB
- M3DB; developed by Uber for ingesting, persisting, and making available billions of
data-points / second
- fast queries require sophisticated in-memory indexing
- compatible with PromQL (Prometheus); future-proof
API-first approach
- no undocumented or ‘secret’ APIs
- clean, orthogonal design with convenience features provided by published SDKs
Secure Management
disaster tolerant
- multiple availability zones so management is always available
- zero storage ops impact if cloud connectivity lost
role-based access control
- all actions are secured and audited to allow and monitor delegated management
data is encrypted
- in-flight and at-rest for user interactions, SPU’s, and cloud services to keep all data

private
security triangle
- secure tokens so only authorised users within the firewall can make changes

Fully programmable endpoint in the cloud
nebulon ON API
- comprehensive SDKs in a variety of programming languages – Python, C#,
PowerShell
- automation framework integration soon – Ansible, Terraform, vRealize, others
simple, cloud-scale reporting & orchestration
- aggregate or filter by site or application
- manage 1000s of nodes as simply as one node
fleet managed services
- SSD firmware updates
- boot drive management
- golden image management
Storage operations as-a-service for app owners
insights for operational improvements
- continuous monitoring and analytics
- provides actionable recommendations to optimise
performance and utilisation
visibility and quick problem resolution
- AI-based analytics, alerts, reports available in the same cloud-based service that
allows storage administration

- users can initiate immediate action on predicted issues
- anticipate issues and prevent service disruption
Self-service infrastructure provisioning
application templates: curated, reusable definitions of server-storage configurations
- VMware, Kubernetes, MongoDB, more to come
- constantly optimised using system telemetry
template automation includes:
- volume number, size and server accessibility
- data redundancy, protection & snapshot schedule
- OS image for boot volumes
Automated storage configuration options for nPods

*demo
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Single node deployments
User interface
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Storage Style
- Local
- Shared
- Share Mirrored
The life of the card is the life of the server
*Andy Roberts - Demo
Automation, Python SDK
Why Nebulon - takeaways
1. northstar - nebulon aims to be a building block for the self-service enterprise cloud
2. patented security triangle ensures data and environment are secure
3. heterogenous server, operating system and application support
4. SaaS-based cloud-scale automation w/api driven architecture and template driven
approach to simplify deployment

5. AI-assisted operations to identify and remediate issues

